THE HOMEWARD FLIGHT
"From Agra, with its book of kings, we flew to Jodhpur; a
terrific storm on the way nearly proving our undoing. We
'jad risen high above the Agra plain and were some seventy
miles on our way when in the far distance a mighty brown
wall seemed to rise sheer out of the earth, a barrier that mounted
higher and higher and became ever more black and menacing,
as though it would say, 'thou shalt not pass.' We pressed on
to meet the challenge, rising still higher until the altimeter
registered 12,000 feet; but we might as well have risen to the
stratosphere in the effort to get clear of the enemy, for the dark
brown wall rose higher than we did, its vanguard was already
in touch with us, whistling and howling around our tiny
aircraft like a legion of devils,
"It was getting black as night, nothing was visible but the
rampart of dark brown dust, sweeping onward in an attack
which was evidently going to be of a desperately determined
nature. It was plain that before many minutes we should be
fighting for our lives in the air.
"A terrific gust struck the 'plane which shivered as a boxer
might from a savage upper-cut to the jaw. There was no time
to be lost. We must either turn about and seek safety in flight,
or crash through the storm and trust to luck.
"Mclntyre never hesitated; he knew that the sane thing to
do was to turn and, flying before the storm, make for the
landing-ground at Agra. No other course was open to us.
under the circumstances; once there we might effect a safe
descent and let the fury of the tempest pass on and bqyond us
It was a wise dedsion; and so making a wide circuit to the left
in the darkness we tried conclusions with the hurricane. Those
who have only battled with a dust storm on the ground,
should see one in the air when seated in a tiny Moth!
"We swirled along, slap-dash we burst into the very thick of
the pursuing storm; gusts of the typhoon seemed to leap over
us lie harlequins in a pantomime. We were going afl out;
such a skedaddle was never witnessed. On we went, gaining on
our pursuers and getting into a clearer atmosphere, but always
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